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Abstract (en)
In a system for detecting the presence in a rack of a portable unit suitable for transmitting or receiving a signal having an assigned identification
number said portable unit comprises a detection means which detects the placing of the portable unit in, or its removal from, a compartment. If
said detection means detects placing of the portable unit in a compartment the portable unit transmits a presence report signal which is received
by a receiving means of a detection device of the rack in reponse to which a control circuit of the detection device stores a presence datum in a
location of a memory indicating the presence of the portable unit in the rack. Removal of the presence datum out of the memory can be caused in
several ways. According to one solution the portable unit detects said removal and transmits an absence report signal ARS in response to which the
control circuit of the detection device removes said present datum from the memory. According to a second solution the portable unit, if placed in a
compartment, transmits continuously or intermittently a hold signal HS. If the detection device of the rack does not receive the holdsignal HS during
a predetermined period of time it removes the present datum. According to a third solution the compartment has a detection means, e.g. a switch,
which can detect the removal of the portable unit from the compartment. If the detection means detects such removal the controle device of the rack
removes the present datum out of the memory. According to a fourth solution the detection device of the rack scans each compartment in which
the presence of a portable unit has been detected by transmitting a scanning signal to each of these portable units. If the detection device does not
receive a response signal from a scanned portable unit within a predetermined period of time it removes the presence datum for this portable unit
out of the memory. For both the first and second of said solutions the initiative for storing or removal a present datum in the memory lies with the
portable unit. With both of said third and fourth solutions the initiative for storing a presence datum lies with the portable unit and the initiative for
removing the presence datum out of the memory lies with the detection device of the rack. <IMAGE>
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